


Aluspot - EXTENDED
DF-900DXE
The Aluspot Extended includes everything that the 
Ford Approved Aluspot Deluxe (DF-900DX) does 
PLUS comes with an Aluminum-Head Hammer Set 
(DF-AH714), POM Nylon Dolly Set (DF-AB712), two 
more storage drawers, in-cabinet electrical power 

strip, and a holster on the side of the cabinet to 
hang the heat gun.

Aluspot - EXTENDED Aluspot - DELUXE
DF-900DX

Most complete aluminum repair station “from a name 
you know and trust” is FORD APPROVED! The idea 
here is that you have everything you need for aluminum 
repair, within easy reach in a self-contained system. 
This is the system that started it all. Since 2006, the 

Aluspot has been the best aluminum repair station.

Aluspot - DELUXE

SPR RIVETER
DF-SPR67

Our Self-Piercing Riveter is a reliable tool for riveting aluminum panels (up to 6.5mm) 
together with high dynamic strength. The pressure and speed controls increases accuracy 
and enable the rivets to be inserted without panel distortion. A pressure gauge on the unit 

illustrates current pressure amount for controlled operation.

Kit Includes:
SPR Riveter, HR2 Arm, 
Matrix Sets (SPR 3mm, 
SPR 5mm, SPR Extractor, 
Hole Punch, Flow Form), Sample 
set of rivets, Arm locking pin, Grip 
handle, Shoulder strap, and Storage 
Case.

Kit Includes:
SPR Riveter, HR2 Arm, 
Matrix Sets (SPR 3mm, 
SPR 5mm, SPR Extractor, 
Hole Punch, Flow Form), Sample 
set of rivets, Arm locking pin, Grip 
handle, Shoulder strap, and Storage 
Case.

Our Self-Piercing Riveter is a reliable tool for riveting aluminum panels (up to 6.5mm) 
together with high dynamic strength. The pressure and speed controls increases accuracy 
and enable the rivets to be inserted without panel distortion. A pressure gauge on the unit 
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Aluspot - MINI
DF-900B

Now, any shop can invest in the future and start repairing 
minor to moderately damaged aluminum panels. The 
DF-900B Mini Aluspot Repair System is designed to operate 
as the main unit or as satellite unit. It utilizes some of the 
same Dent Fix innovations and premier equipment as the 

larger Aluspot systems but at a fraction of the price.
 

ALUSPOT Basic
DF-900B 

ALUSPOT Extended
DF-900DXE 

ALUSPOT Deluxe
DF-900DX 

ALUSPOT Basic

INCLUDED   
110v Cap. Discharge Stud Welder
Alu-Silicon Studs
Alu-Magnisuim Studs 
Spitznagel Pull Fingers
T-Puller
Squeeze Puller
Leverage Puller
Bridge Puller
Stud Cut Pliers
Infrared Temp. Gauge
Heat Gun
3 PC Hammers (Steel)
3 PC Hammers (Alumin.)
2mm Soft Face
35mm Dead Blow Hammer
2 PC Nylon Chisels
12 PC Nylon Dollies
3 PC Steel Dollies
Heat Gun Holster
Shoe Handle Brush
Tooth Brush
Inline Pneumatic Paint Remover 
Fiber Discs
Power Strip
5 Year Warranty
Body File  + 350mm Blade
Safety Glasses
5 Drawers
3 Drawers
Dust Cover

INCLUDED   
110v Cap. Discharge Stud Welder
Alu-Silicon Studs
Alu-Magnisuim Studs 
Spitznagel Pull Fingers

Squeeze Puller
Leverage Puller
Bridge Puller

Infrared Temp. Gauge

3 PC Hammers (Steel)

2mm Soft Face

2 PC Nylon Chisels

3 PC Steel Dollies

Shoe Handle Brush

Inline Pneumatic Paint Remover 

Power Strip

Body File  + 350mm Blade

5 Drawers

Dust Cover

Aluspot - MINI

Our Starter Kit 
is Better Than 

Their Best!



MAXI - 220v
DF-505/220V
The MAXI is a 220 volt single phase dent pulling station that provides the technician with the power they need to 
shrink, pull rocker panels, hail damage, creases, dents in hard to access areas and all types of metal damage. The 
efficiency of this tool increases the workers productivity while producing a better repair. Taking the idea of a stud 
welder one step further, this versatile tool will: weld pins, weld a slide hammer directly to the panel, weld a light pulling 
rod, weld wiggle wire for even crease pulling, weld a rod for leverage pulling, and shrink metal. WELD, TWIST, PULL!

Replace your stud welder with our 110 volt HammerHead. Same great quality, same 
essential accessories that provides the technician with the means to higher productivity and 
better results. It's like having sticky fingers and being able to pull dent with your hand. 1 

year warranty. For HammerHead consumables visit www.DentFix.com.

Maxi shown 
with optional 
stand (DF-509)

DING MASSAGER
DF-505DM

DING MASSAGER
DF-505DM

KEY
ELECTRODE
DF-503KEM

KEY
ELECTRODE
DF-503KEM
ELECTRODE

BRIDGE
PULLER
DF-505BP

BRIDGE
PULLER
DF-505BP

MAXI OPTIONS

KEYS
FLAT 100pc DF-503KF 
TWIST 100pc DF-503KT

MAXI CONSUMABLES

WIGGLE WIRE
THIN 1 lb. DF-507 
THICK 1 lb. DF-507TK

STUD PINS
2.2mm 500 DF-22FV 
2.6mm 500 DF-26FV

WELD RODS
5.5” 3pc DF-503  
10.0” 3pc DF-503L

THIN
1/16”

THICK
3/32”

STUD PINS
2.2mm 500 DF-22FV 2.2mm 500 DF-22FV 
STUD PINS
2.2mm 500 DF-22FV 

SLIDE 
HAMMER

LEVERAGE 
PULLER

WIGGLE 
WIRE

STUD 
PINS

SCAN FOR 
MAXI
VIDEO

MAXI CONSUMABLES

WIGGLE WIRE
THIN 1 lb. DF-507 
THICK 1 lb. DF-507TK

THIN
1/16”

Maxi shown 
with optional 
stand (DF-509)

Don’t have 220v?
Try our 110v unit..



Kit Includes:
Nitrogen welder with torch, airless weld torch, 

nitrogen generator, N2 outlet, rolling cart, power 
strip, heat gun/hot stapler holster, hand seamer, 

aluminum tape roll, and plastic sample pack 
(Polyurethane, Polypropylene, Polyethylene, 

Polycarbonate, ABS, & Nylon)  

Nitrogen welder with torch, airless weld torch, 
nitrogen generator, N2 outlet, rolling cart, power 
strip, heat gun/hot stapler holster, hand seamer, 

aluminum tape roll, and plastic sample pack 
(Polyurethane, Polypropylene, Polyethylene, 

Polycarbonate, ABS, & Nylon)  

Kit Includes:
Nitrogen welder with torch, airless weld torch, 

nitrogen generator, N2 outlet, rolling cart, power 
strip, heat gun/hot stapler holster, hand seamer, 

aluminum tape roll, and plastic sample pack 
(Polyurethane, Polypropylene, Polyethylene, 

Polycarbonate, ABS, & Nylon)  

EZ Nitrogen Plastic Welder- Generator
DF-EZN1G
The EZ Nitro Plastic Welder Generator eliminates the need for refilling nitrogen tanks and has a smaller footprint taking 
up less space in the shop thanks to its on-board nitrogen generator. The Flow Adjust Switch Technology (FAST) system 
makes the DF-EZN1G the easiest nitrogen welder to use by eliminating the need for flow adjustments by the user.

SCAN FOR 
TRAINING 
VIDEOS

OPTIONAL:
Hot Stapler (DF-800BR)

STAPLECLIPS (50PC) 
Z-Clip

DF-800ZC
 

M-Clip
DF-800MC

 
S-Clip

DF-800SC

STAPLECLIPS (50PC) OPTIONAL:
Heat Gun 
(DF-900HG)

SIZE  PLASTIC   SHAPE  PC  PART #
3mm ABS    TRIANGLE 25pc DF-ABBK03T
3mm ABS    ROUND  25pc DF-ABBK03
9mm ABS    FLAT  25pc DF-ABBK09
15mm ABS    FLAT  25pc DF-ABBK15
3mm Polycarbonate TRIANGLE 25pc DF-PCNT03T
3mm Polycarbonate ROUND  25pc DF-PCNT03
6mm Polycarbonate FLAT  25pc DF-PCNT06
9mm Polycarbonate FLAT  25pc DF-PCNT09
15mm Polycarbonate FLAT  25pc DF-PCNT15
3mm Polyethylene  ROUND  25pc DF-PEBK03
9mm Polyethylene  FLAT  25pc DF-PEBK09
15mm Polyethylene  FLAT  25pc DF-PEBK15
3mm Polypropylene TRIANGLE 25pc DF-PPBK03T
3mm Polypropylene ROUND  25pc DF-PPBK03
6mm Polypropylene FLAT  25pc DF-PPBK06
9mm Polypropylene FLAT  25pc DF-PPBK09
15mm Polypropylene FLAT  25pc DF-PPBK15
3mm Polyurethane ROUND  25pc DF-PUNT03

EZ NITRO CONSUMABLES

EZ NITRO OPTIONS

N2 HOOK UP FOR 
AIR TOOLS!

Mobile & nimble cart can be 
positioned all over the shop

CONSUMABLE:
Aluminum Tape

DF-EZN1-AT150



Customers often ask us what’s NEW. My response has always 
been it is new if you haven’t seen it before. The spot weld drill 
featured has been around for a long time, but there is something 
you may not have realized. We invented the concept of the air 
supplying the drill point pressure in 1993. Yes, this tool supplies 
all the cutting pressure for you. No need to push. The drill point is 
pushed forward into the C-Clamp. This also has the effect of 

locking you in place, no walking around the panel. 
 

When UHSS or Boron Steel came out we lowered 
the speed from 1800 to 1000 RPM. You see, you 
need an ultra hard bit to get through this material, 
regular bits don’t cut it, pun intended. The solution 
was a Tungsten Carbide bit (DF-1690) “Boron 

Killer”, but it requires the lower RPM or they break 
easier. The change also had the added benefit�t of helping 

prevent the overheating of the regular bits. 
    

Now, speaking of longer bit life, our drill is known for its 
controlled approach and consistent pressure. We call this 
The “Predator Approach”. It is a patented system that 
prevents the drill point from slamming into the panel. This 
prevents breakage of the bit and helps the tech make sure 

to be on target and precisely remove the spot weld. No 
slamming and consistent pressure are achieved by a valve 

system that opens on approach and closes when the drill 
starts turning. 

 
Simply ingenious!6” CLAMP

DF-SPD48M
(OPTIONAL)

6” CLAMP
DF-SPD48M

Kit Includes:
Spot Weld Drill, 
3” Arm, Bits: (DF-1480, 
DF-1680T, DF-1680TC, 
DF-1610T), Oil Kit, 
and Case 
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Kit Includes:
Eliminator Tool, Original Decal Eraser, Offset Decal Eraser, 
Fiber Discs, Single Hub, Double Hub, Coarse Brush, Fine 23mm 
Brush, 11m Coarse, Fine Brush, and Blow Molded Cases.

ORIGINAL DECAL ERASER
Softer

DF-705

TOUGHER OFFSET ERASER
More Durable

DF-705D

COARSE BRUSH
Ouch!

DF-702C

ORIGINAL DECAL ERASER TOUGHER OFFSET ERASER COARSE BRUSH

SCAN FOR 
VIDEO

Brush, 11m Coarse, Fine Brush, and Blow Molded Cases.

Kit Includes:
Eliminator Tool, Original Decal Eraser, Offset Decal Eraser, 
Fiber Discs, Single Hub, Double Hub, Coarse Brush, Fine 23mm 
Brush, 11m Coarse, Fine Brush, and Blow Molded Cases.

If you don't have one you need one. The DF-700DX tool is so 
effective you will wonder what you ever did without it.
 

With the Course brush, undercoating and seam sealer are stripped 
away easily and cleanly, right down to the bare metal. The Brushes do 

not clog up. Remove rust and scale with the 
Medium brush and the fine brush is 

perfect for getting paint out of tight 
spaces. The geared Decal Eraser will 
strip a 2 foot by 2 foot decal in less 
than 2 minutes with no paint burn. The 

eraser is ideal for removing the 
adhesive backing on moldings and 

badges.
 

This inline version of the tool carries a year 
warranty and our guarantee of complete 

satisfaction.

DF-700DX

Soft

COARSE

ELIMINATOR CONSUMABLES



Flex-0-Light
DF-LED110
Designed to be able to illuminate the darkest of workspaces, the 
Flex-O-Light utilizes a unique flexible body that can extend up to 
22.64” and wrap around objects to suspend and hold the light in the 
correct position. The light can also be mounted in three different ways: 
clamp, stick, or hang. The 2” clamp is located inside the handle and 
can be extended and contracted by rotating the yellow ring on the 
body. The end of the body contains two strong magnets, for ferrous 

mounting locations, and a collapsible hook that can unfolded to hang 
from hoods and the undercarriage. 1 year limited warranty.

Door Skin Pliers
DF-DSP310
Hold the door skin securely in place while repairing. There are 
specialized pads for either side of the door. Inner pad spreads the 
clamping force and the cushioned outer pad prevents paint 
marring. A must have body repair tool.

Accessory Tram Points
DF-3TCAS

3 Meter Tram Gauge
DF-3TC3A

5 Meter Tram Gauge
DF-3TC5A

Measuring solo just got easy! All cones are self-centering for 
higher accuracy. The two Cones are for holes up to 40mm. Four 
Reverse Cones are for bolts and nuts up to 19mm. Machined 
aluminum construction for durability. Tram gauge sold separately.

Ding Enhancer Shield
DF-DM55DE
Find imperfections in the surface instantly. Using the reflection of 
the shield in the car body, the dents are easier to hale and ready for a 
perfect PDR repair. Mobile PDR techs: You. Need. This.

No more guessing 
whether your 
pointers are 

centered or not!

Strong 
Magnets 

and 
Collapsible 

Hook

Flex It!

Folds up when 
not in use for 
easy storage

CLAMP IT - To Edge of a 
workbench 

Tram Points 
Fit Our 
Most 

Popular 
Trams!

InnerOuter
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